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A Paranormal Appalachian Fantasy
Award-winning, nine-time Science Fiction and Fantasy author Jeanne
G’Fellers’ newest novel, Keeping House, will be released July 8, 2019,
and it’s set in the Appalachian foothills of Northeast Tennessee.
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Centenary Rhodes is caught in a deal she didn’t make. Thanks to her
eternal lover, Stowne’s, quick thinking, she’ll live forever, but there’s a
hitch. Cent’s now fey, and three months out of the year she’ll live on the
other side of Embreeville Mountain among the Hunter Fey, serving their
king, Dane Gow.
As Cent begins wading through the anachronisms that come with
being a Hunter, she learns that nothing is what it initially seems. Cent
shares several past lives with Dane, who wants her back, and Stowne’s
lied to Cent so many times that she’s having doubts about their marriage.
To make matters worse, the past Hunter Kings are influencing Dane’s
behavior, and the youngest Hunter, Brinn, might well be the most
dangerous of them all.
It’s going to be a cold, dark spring, and Cent needs to unite both sides
of Embreeville mountain before her eternal life, her relationship with
Dane, and her marriage to Stowne come permanently undone.
Another rich Contemporary Appalachian tale about fantastic people
and the magic they possess, including LGBTQIA+ characters Human
and otherwise.

About the Author
Born and raised in the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains, Science
Fiction and Fantasy author Jeanne G’Fellers' early memories include
watching the original Star Trek series with their father and reading the
books their librarian mother brought home. Jeanne’s writing influences
include Anne McCaffrey, Ursula K. LeGuin, Octavia Butler, Isaac
Asimov, and Frank Herbert. Jeanne lives in Northeast Tennessee with
their spouse and five crazy felines. Their home is tucked against a small
woodland where they regularly see deer, turkeys, raccoons, and
experience the magic of the natural world.

Reviews for Cleaning House (Appalachian Elementals One)
"A stand-out book. An imaginative tale of identity steeped in
Appalachian folklore." - BookLife Prize
“This is a book that will stay with you long after you've finished
reading." - Author H. M. Gooden
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